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Terminal Project Proposal

The purpose of my terminal project is to study community
development concerning a large site ^ one mile "by three
miles ) one and a half miles from the present city limits
of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

It is my intention to study the Edmonton Region around
the site and the site itself inorder to propose a master
plan for this community's developement. After this point
is reached, I hope to study and propose a housing proto
type to be followed in the community.

The main reason for taking on this project is study urban
planning, an area that I have not had much exposure to
during my education. Also, my education has been in a
foreign country and it would be to my benefit to re-familiarize myself with my homeland, particularly because
America has such a strong influence on Canada.

?

Too often experiments are made on hunches and then
are initialed elsewhere without a study of actual
results. It is a common error for a designer to
assume his own values in developing a plan, disre
garding a concern for the values of the people that
will be using the plan."

abetter quality of living through more social
interaction. - a better sense of community."

Once future growth and function have been predicted.,
and preferred density and land requirements deter
mined, then a generalized future site must be prepared.

Social ill, the loneliness of people, the desire of
men and women to keep to themselves in an exaggerated
way, all these things are largely due to fear. In the
main, this is exaggerated fear."
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CONTEXT rCit THE STCNEY PLAIN INDIAN RESERVE ENOCH
PARK. DEVELCirlviENT AREA IN RELATION 0)0 THE CITY OP
EDk0.uTGN

1•

City of Edmonton

The General irlan for the City of Edmonton, publ
ished in March, 1972, makes the following statement
with respect to Metropolitan Planning,

"$he Edmonton Regional Planning Commission has com
pleted preliminary plans for a substantial portion
of "Che region. The metropolitan parx of the prelim
inary regional plan defines permitted land uses for
the City of Edmonton, the Town of St. Albert and
portions of the Counties of leduc, Strathcona and
Stoney Plain. This area consists of nearly contin
uous built-up urban development whose parts are
highly interdependent. The satellite communities
function primarily as dormitory suburbs, depend
ing on Edmonton to provide many cultural, instit
utional, educational, commercial, industrial and
recreational facilities."

The "land use structure plan for the Edmonton
metropolitan area indicates the Stoney Plain
development area to "be in roughly the same
position relative to the City of Edmonton as
St. Albert and Sherwood lark, which are desig
nated in the Metropolitan Plan as satellites.
In terms of direct distance from the downtown
Edmonton core, Sherwood Park and St. Albert
are situated within a radius of seven to nine
miles ox the City centre, The Stoney Plain
Reserve development area, on the other hand,
is located within a range of eight to ten
miles from the City core.

The present satellite developments are both
linked to the City by major trunk highways.
Highway $16, beyond the present City limits
to the west limit of Sherv/ood Park, has been
upgraded to an urban freeway standard. On the
other hand, trie Stoney jrlain .Reserve development
area is located two miles off Highway Z/16 west,
which is a designated trunx: highway. The devel
opment area, therefore is not as accessible as
the satellite areas without substantial highway
upgrading.

The proposed urban growth and land use pattern
makes provision for an immediate urban area to
accommodate some 59C,000 to 650,000 people by
1981. In this period both the satellites of
So. Albert and Sherwood raric would remain as
quite seperate enitities and no development
is anticipated closer than 1 1,2 to 2 miles
from the east boundary of the Stoney llain
development area.

The General plan for the City of Edmonton does
allow for long-range expansion of the metropol
itan area to approximately 1,000,000 population
by the year ^00 in relation to urban growth
sectors. This growth pattern is somewhat hypo
thetical, but indicates a strong trend of devel
opment in a north-easterly and south-westerly
direction, following the general trend of the
river valley. According to this model, all of
the land between the present boundaries of the
City of Edmonton and the east boundarybof the
development area could be developed for urban
uses by the year ^000, at which time the devel
opment area could become an essential part of t
City of Edmonton.
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Edmonton Re;.ional Planning

Regional planning is much dixierant than metro
politan planning in that it deals with a much
larger area. The Edmonton Regional Planning
Commission covers 5 >000 square miles, extending
60 miles to the west, 24 miles to the east, 30
miles to the south and 36 miles to the north of
the City of Edmonton. The Planning Act requires
that any development scheme shall be in conform
ity with any regional plan that has been prepared
and adopted under this plan. The Stoney "Plain
Indian Reserve lands are under pereral jurisdic
tion and therefore exempt from this act, but, any
change in the status of this land which may take
place in the future could place this land under
Provincial juristiction. It follows that any
development of theses lands should be in line
with the Regional Plan.

_ \

The* objectives of the Edmonton Regional Planning
Commission have been stated as follows:

1. To devise a strategy of growth regarding the
direction, sequence and extent of development
within and around the major urban centre region,
without the impediment of political boundaries.

T'o regulate land uses within the region to
achieve orderliness in the development pattern.

3.To provide a guide for optimum use and devel
opment of the region's resources.

4. To provide the best physical setting for com
munity life in the region by developing the
possibilities inherent in the unique landscape,
traditions and cultures, as well as location
and climate.

5. To place regional growth in a broader frame
work, facilitating inter-area planning for broad
er economic or watershed regions and to co-ordinate Regional Planning objectives with those of the
Province and the Nation.
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The site is three sections of.land belonging to
the Stoney Plain Indian xteservation and lies one
and a half miles west of the present west boundary
of the City of Edmonton. It is a beautiful area
with larbe treed areas and rolling hills. These
characteristics are much different than the typical
prairie landscape atmosphere of Edmonton. Imagina
tive use of the land would be a definate asset to
the City of Edmonton.

Originally, I had hoped to propose recreational
use of the land but I have since found that this
would be impractical. The land has a lot natural
assets but not enough to providevany real reason
for developing it mainly as a recreational area.
A couple of major developers from the Edmonton
region have impressed ^pon me the uneconomical
factors of such a proposal. There are already
many

recreation areas in the Edmonton region.

The large ftorth Saskatchewan iliver that runs right
through the middle of Edmonton is zoned mainly
as a recreational area. The summers are very short
here ana although the people of Edmonton spent a
great deal of time cutside in this period most

recreational areas remain hopelessly unused dur
ing the long winter months. Also, the site will
most lively be incorporated into the City of
Edmonton's boundaries in a few years, and this
would j/ut impractical tax burdens on a private
developer.

She reasons for choosing the site as a dormitory
community are as follows:

1 - long range plans by the City of Edmonton show
•chat this area will

; .P.: .•;.

be a residential

area incorporated under the City of Edmonton

2 - present transportation route proposals will
make this area readily accessable to the City
of Edmonton

3 - fhe site's nearness to the City of Edmonton
makes it possible for the City of Edmonton
to provide services

4 - through imaginative use the site could become
an education to the people of Edmonton putting
pressures on developers to give the people a
better quality of living

The main reason is the fact that Indians want
to deveiOjje this area into an economic substi
tution for their depleting oil wells that
have teen providing the tribe money for so
many years. The Enoch Tribe simply wants to
maxe some money with the land.They do not
want to have any thin? to d r vrith planning or administrating the project. They will not,
however, release the land until the economic
advantages are realized as being practical to
the Tribe. They have presently under their
employment a large engineering firm and a
legal firm inorder to investigate practical
solutions. A solution has been proposed and
rejected already. The solution was for a
recreation area with some residential living.
The reasons for rejection are unavailable to
me but think it 'was because the proposal was
far from being aom^lete in as much of having
a definate reason or direction of purpose.
Also, I feel that the possiblity of this pro
ject ever happening, had not been fully real
ized by the parties envclved.

r it E 3 E K T
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U S E

1 - agricultural area
'ibis area is presently leased to a local farmer
I'cr agricultural purposes. It should be noted
at This time that the zoning by-laws of the
Edmonton Regional Planning Board state that all
land presently being used for agricultural
purposes shall remain as agricultural land
until it falls within the boundaries of the
City of Edmonton.

2 - military arms range
This area, un.il recently, had been leased
to the Canadian Army for use as a practise
and manouvering range. Its condition is good
because nature has had the time to catch up
and the only visible scare, is the rifle range
itself.

3 - Enoch jrark
This wad developed by a private Edmonton firm
as a recreation par*. The main attraction was
a very large swimming -col with many picnic
areas and a prepared food service. The many
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roads through this area provided an infinate number
of picnic areas. The integrity of the firm was put
on trial and the operation was shut down a few years
ago. The services that the firm had provided were
miminal and poorly managed. The swimming pool was
shut down by the local Health Department for inadequate
filtration equipment. The Enoch Band felt that they
were being ripped-off and coinpletly shut down the
operation. After a visual survey, 1 feel that there
is definately nothing worth saving of these facilities.

The Enoch Band at one time built an area for their
own rodeos here but recently this service has been
relocated to an area, where most of the Band1 s activities
presently exist, a few miles away on the Devon highway.
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1 - vegetation
The woodland are as represent areas o f mature
trees. Most of the tree.; are of a species of
^c^uiar with numerous groups of coniferous,
'ihese trees are a very strong feature of the
land sinivlj because it isn't a typical prarie
setting.

The remaining areas are grassland with many
low brush groupings.

- existing roads
These roads are all single lane dirt paths.
They were constructed originally as access
roads for the military area and for the many
picnic areas in the Enoch lark area. The areas
are inacessabie during inclimate weather for
most vehicles.
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general plan

Tttis section is devoted to an outline of Edmonton1s
General jrlan and the information pertains to commun
ity planning in the City of Edmonton.

OBJECTIVES flCR

RESIDENTIAL

DEVE1C PMENT

1. The needs of people are diverse, and their
social, cultural and economic sittuations differ
vastly. This must be accepted and planned for,
so "chat every sector of the population is pro
vided with tae opportunity to have suitable
accommodation.

to create in the suburbs, by the physical
development of the land, socially integrated
communities, within which may be enjoyed the
highest standards of safety, health, conven
ience and privacy. To continue the creation of
neighbourhood units in which the day-to-day
needs of the residents may be satisfied, but
with increased attention to aesthetics to relieve
the sometimes visually sterile appearance of
suburban development.

3. To ensure that suburban expansion takes
place in the most orderly and economic manner
so that investment and maintenance costs are
kept at a minimum.

4. To prevent the intrusion of incompatible
uses which would adversely affect the health
and amenities of the district, or otherwise
seriously interfere with trie maintenance of
property values.

5. Since tue framework of an urban area is,
in effect, its transportation system it is
essential that the intensity of residential
uses be directly related to this system. The
areas of highest residential density should
only be permitted in close proximity to the
downtown where access to the circulation
system is at its best. Medium densities are
appropriate beyond this ring of high density
and along major transportation corridors
radiating from the downtown. In suburban areas,
concentrations of higher densities are appro
priate in areas having easy access to arterial
roadways or rapid transit stations or within
walking distance of major attraction centres.
In this manner, the density of development is
directly related to the transportation system
thus minimizing the costs of the system while
ensuring maximum usage.

rKllMClx'L-aS
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1. Careful study must be given to the design
of each new neighbourhood in relation to the
next, anu to trie convenient ..rouping of neigh
bourhoods into residential districts,

2. in the design of new residential areas con
sideration should be given to the provision of
a greater variety of lot sizes,

3. rihe internal street pattern of a neighbour
hood should provide efficient access to all
parts of the neighbourhood, i^on-local or through
traffic should be eliminated in order to create
a safe and quiet environment.

4. Heavy traffic routes adjacent to residential
districts or seperating neighbourhoods must be
adequately buffered to protect the residential
amenities. In this regard, a substantial increase
is necessary in the width of buffer srio and the
intensity of landscaping over that presently
provided, itoadway cost estimates should make

provision for these protective facilities as
they are vital if the roadways are not to become
principal causes of "blight and shifting land .
values in the residential districts.

5. Utility alignments should ensure maximum
economy without unnecessarily inhibiting
imaginative neighbourhood design, lower and
telephone lines should be underground in all
residential districts.

6. £o minimize the hazards of on-street park
ing in quiet housing areas by encouraging laneless subdivisions which necessitate front-drive
garages unless, for some specific reason, it
can be shown in a particular area that laneless
subdivisions are uneconomical or otherwise
undesirable.

7. Greater emphasis should be given to planning
for the pedestrian in relation to the school
ana park systems, local shopping centres, bus
routes etc. xaved walkways should be constructed
and, where necessary, pedestrian overpasses
provided for safety and convenience if a major

roadway is adjacent to pedestrian generating
land uses.

8. Large barren areas of single story houses
nave little aesthetic appeal, ana, therefore,
every effort should be made to encourage sub
stantial street landscaping ana taKe advantage
of natural topographic features.

9* House groupings, as a form of creating a
physical and social unit at an human scale
should be introduced wherever possible by the
use of cul-de-sac, small public landscaped
areas, etc.

10. In order to improve the quality of apart
ment areas, detailed studies of the following
aspects of apartment, standards should be under
taken:

^a) the most appropriate limitations

on max

imum density based on good living condi
tions, adequate serviced and tolerable
traffic conditions.

(b)

the desirability of flexable setbacks
to obtain the best use of the lot and
the least harm to the surrounding devel
opment.

(c)

siting for the best use of sun, air,
wind, views, openness and privacy.

U) means for achieving a pleasant archi
tectural appearance.

(e)

maximizing landscaped open space.

(f)

provision of more attractive screening
for parking areas or construction of
multi-level parking, preferably under
ground.

11. The maintenance of high standards for active
recreational areas in suburbs has deterred the
provision of passive recreational areas on even
a raodesx scale. The inclusion of amentity fea
ture o such as ornamental pants, treed walkways
and landscaped buffer strips is considered essen
tial to provide relief from the otherwise unin
terrupted housing mass.
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With the aavent

the automobile, commercial

development has been following a trend feared
primarily towards facilitating the consumer
ana his automobile, lerhaps the most revolution
ary ana significant user of commercial land in
the previous ten years has been the multi-purpose
planned shopping centre and the supermarket.
These centres sprang up as the main traffic
routes developed ana this lea to the allocation
of large areas for commercial uses. They have
reached a high level of development becoming
the dominant distributors of food and goods,
to a large extent replacing islated neighbour
hood stores and generally supplementing down
town activity. The location of shopping centres
on major thoroughfares is a vital factor in their
successful operation. Customer convenience, time
saving advantages, the provision of easy accessability ana ample free parking are the reasons
behind the success of these centres. The devel
opment of planned shopping centres and super
markets is continuing to increase rapidly and
This trend is expected to continue.

OBJECTIVES

K)R

COfcMBRCI AL

DEVELOPMENT

1. To provide a commercial pattern that will
recognize the importance of the central bus
iness district retaining its dominent role,
providing the most comprehensive and varied
commercial services.

2. To provide a systematic and orderly pattern
of commercial development that will adequately
serve the anticipated population increase and
distribution.

3. To encourage healthy, attractive and econom
ical commercial development through the appli
cation of sound planning principles so that
investments and commercial property values are
protected in the public and private interest.

4. To protect residential neighbourhoods and
other land uses from

the intrusion of undes

irable commercial uses and to avoid serious
conflict of these land uses.

5. To improve the traffic capacities and safety
features of major streets through the careful
location and grouping,of commercial land uses.

6. To encourage the rehabilitation and revitalization of potentially healthy commercial areas
that have detioated.

7. To avoid designating excessively large or
scattered land areas, or poorly located sites
for commercial use.

Pitli^CllL^S
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1. Adequate commercial land of a suitable size
and location should be provided to develope a
full range of commercial development to meet
the varied consumer needs of the population
by 19o1 and beyond.

2. Commercial development should be integrated
visually and functionally with the residential
area inwhich it is located. Access, screening,
landscaping and

t

eneral performance standards

should be utilized to create compatible, har
monious development

4. A variety of land uses should "be integrated
with new shopping centre designs. These uses may
include cultural, park and recreation, education
al, governmental and residential as well as other
facilities which can be sited harmoniously and
compactly together in the same unit for economy
and convenience. rihis should improve the viability
of ohe centre and provide the neighbourhood or
community with a more clearly defined focus or
centre for a wide variety of community functions.

5. Shopping centres should be designed so that
parking areas are conveniently accessible to the
retail outlets and provisions made for a high
level of convenience to the pedestrian.

6. Shopping centres should be as accessible as
possible from the areas they serve. ?or example,
centres may be located at the intersection of
minor aroerials so as -co serve two to four neigh
bourhoods. Regional centres should be located at
junctions of major arxerials so as to serve two
to four neighbourhoods. Regional centres should
be located at junctions of major arterials in a
manner to serve one or more residential commun
ities.

7. Traffic safety can be assured by: locating
and designing commercial development near major
access routes; creating minimum conflict with
through traffic; providing adequate off-street
par&ing, loading and unloading areas; and by
avoiding vehicular and pedestrian traffic con
flicts.

^iiCrrllv'O-
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A planned shopping centre is a group of com
mercial establishments, designed, developed,
owned and managed as a unit with adequate offstreet parking provided on tne site. It is re
lated in its location, size and type of shops
to the trade area which the unit serves. It is
sometimes grouped with other community facilities
for greater convenience and economy.

Good site selection and shopping centre design
should provide safe, easy, internal pedestrian
circulation and convenient vehicular access to
major thoroughfares in conjunction with adequate
loading and unloading areas well seperated from
customer parking.

The floor area ratio is a useful indicator of
sound shopping centre development. .Floor area
ratio is the relationship of the total floor
space of buildings to the site area. The ratio
should not be greater than 0.35; that is, 35
square feet of floor area for each 100 square
feet of lot area. However, the ratio could in
crease to 0.50 in multi-story buildings or cen
tres with a larger percentage of office space.
This minimum standard permits the shopping centre
to provide adequate space for retail outlets,
panting and traffic circulation, in Edmonton,
about 60 percent of the neighbourhood and district
shopping centres and 100 percent of the regional
centres have a floor area ratio less than 0.35.
It is anticipated that the use of underground and
multi-level parking facilities will increase at
regional centres and consequently these minimum
site ratios will vary. The more spacious type of
site development will tend to continue through
out the rlan period within suburban areas, larking
facilities at commercial centres snould .,be plan
ned to handle peak loads in an average week.
Much greater emphasis should be given by develop
ers to "humanizing" these vast parking areas by
imaginative layout, screening and planning.

KEG-I0M1
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Regional shopping centres provide retail and
some limited office space serving major seg
ments of the City. They characteristically
contain one or mere department stores as the
major drawing power, a number of comparison
shops and a variety of other commercial establish
ments. Regional centres, commonly one-owner
developments, serve a trade area from 30,000
to 100,000 persons. The site area for a regional
shopping centre is usually 20 acres or more,
with a floor space area of 200,000 square feet.
In Edmonton, there are presently six regional
shopping centres. By 1981, it is probable that
five more centres will have developed or will
be in the process of development,

regional shopping centres are generally located
at intersections of major arterials, expressways
or freeways because of the importance of access
ibility. The location of centres and their in
dividual functions should be related to the con
venience and time-saving advantages to their
customers, convenience of location should be
stressed in Edmonton's case since Edmonton serves
a very large region.

DIdi'IUCT
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District shopping centres generally serve about
three to four ne it h bo urncods or a trade popula
tion oi 10,000 to <i0,000. The leaaing tenant is
usually a idrbe supermarket with perhaps a bowling alley, a clothing store or real estate or
insurance office in addition to a drug store,
beauty parlor or other retail establishments
common in neighbourhood centres. I'he site area
for a district shopping centre is usually 3 to
10 acres with a floor space area of 30,000 to
100,000 square feet. An appropriate location
for a centre of this size would be on a major
arterrial or at the intersection of major arter
ials.

Niiil CriibL'UxiliC0J
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Neighbourhood shopping centres are used for con
venience shopping and specialized personal ser
vices by nearby residents and passing motorists.
6mail centres generally include grocery stores,
dxug stores, a service station and other small
snops. in commom with larger planned shopping
centres, off-street panting and off-street load-

ing facilities are provided. These centres may
be under"single or multiple ownership.

The most favourable locations -are at intersect
ions of arterial or collector streets on the per
iphery of a neighbourhood. The site areas are
usually less than thr~e acres with a floor space
of u^ to 30,000 square feet. The trade area is
approximately the neighbourhood in which the
centre is located or a trade area population
of 3,000 to 10,000 people.

ChUriCiiiiiS

In 1965, there were over 50 religious denomin
ations in Edmonton represented "by 233 places of
worship. The seven major denominations

maintain

ed 149 church sites.

The smaller denominations, with one or perhaps
two places of worship throughout the City, are
generally accommodated near the city centre,
However, major denomination churches, in addition
to maintaining central area churches, require
suitable land in developing suburban neighbour
hoods.

One suburban church per 500 parishioners is con
sidered reasonable. Or, alternatively, on the
basis of the number of churches serving the people
presently, one suburban church site should be
provided for every 2,500 to 4,000 people. Based
on neighbourhood design principles, churches
would most appropriately be located adjacent to
a major arterial ana within walking distance of
commercial or -other off-street parking areas,
to minimize traffic congestion on residential
streets.

SCHOOLS

1.- Serious consideration should be given to the
construction of two-story structures so as to
preserve the maximum amount of open space for
recreational activity.

2 - School, residential and park planning should
be undertaken jointly.

3 - Development of residential areas should, where
possible, proceed so that 3 or:.4 neighbourhoods
are completed to accommodate a junior high school
and, in a similar way, a group of communities
for a senior high school.

4 - Elementary schools should be planned to provide
12 - 16 classrooms of 30 - 35 pupils each, junior
high schools c\ classrooms and senior high schools
36 classrooms, in general, these schools should
serve one, three to four and six to twelve neigh
bourhoods respectively. The maximum distance that
pupils may be expected to schools of each level
should not exceed one - half, one and a half miles
and over one and a half respectively.

5 - Elementary schools should be located centrally
to the population served.

6 - Elementary and junior high schools should be
located in areas through which no major traffic
thoroughfares penetrate.

7 - Senior high school sites should be located
conveniently to the neighbourhoods served and
should be accessible to major arteries and public
transportation*

8. - Where school boundaries between Seperate and
public Schools Systems coincide at the high school
level, efforts should be made to locate the schools
on the same general site.

PAi&S
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In 1965, the combined acreage of all City parks,
the North Saskatchewan Kiver valley, ravines and
public golf courses amounted to 4,800 acres or
d.8 percent of the total urban area. If the
acreages of joint school/park developments, cem• eteries, parkland privately leased from the city,
trafi'ic islands and buffer strips are added to the
above fiqure, the City's open space area would
total 6,800 acres or 12.4 percent of the total
urban area. large cities rarely meet the U.S.
National Recreation Association minimum standard
of 10 acres per 1,000 population. Edmonton, however,
has an enviable ratio of 12.9 acres of public park
land per 1,000 persons. This is due, in part, to
the large acreage of parkland in the north Sask
atchewan Kiver valley, it is estimated that an
additional 3,200 acres of open space will be acquir
ed by 1981, of which 2,100 acres will be located in
the iiiver valley. Thus Edmonton should have 12,1
acres of open space per 1,000 population in 1981.

Parkland and recreational facilities should be
distributed throughout the City in accordance with
the distribution of population so that the greatest

rmniDer of people may benefit, Parks and recreational

areas should be located where they will be most
convenient to the people who are to use them. Pri
vately owned developments shall not be allowed to
locate on municipally owned parkland. However, a
privately financed public recreational facility
could be allowed where a concession or lease arrange
ment will guarantee appropriate standards of develop
ment and operation ana provide access to the public.

Principles
1. 'Ihemanner in which park lands are determined and
allocated in specific districts must be related
to pertinent local conditions such as topography,
proximity to the liiver valley, character and age
of the community, socio-economic characteristics
of the residents and the location of existing
facilities.

2. Recreational facilities should be planned and allo
cated to serve all age groups on the following design
basis:
a. Neighbourhood level (3000-5000<population)
b. district level
c. city.level (entire urban population)
d. regional level

4. Where possible, land for playfields ana schools
should be planned as one unit to provide for more
econominoal development and practical maintenance
of combined facilities. Shis planning approach
should be undertaken in preferance to the seperate
provision of parks, playfields and schools on a
neighbourhood, community and district basis.

5# lark design and its subsequent implementation should
provide for proper programming related to use and
demand, the adequate provision and effective util
ization of space, convenience and safety to users of
the park, ease of park supervision, economy in .con
struction and maintenance, aesthetically pleasing
environment, adequate accessibility for users of the
park and utilization of all desirable natural feature
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Playlot or Block Playground
PURCIION: The playlot is a small area intended pri
marily for use by preschoolers. The provision of
these small recreational lots must be justified by
special survey as many areas do not require this
facility and high maintenance costs and supervisory

problems are encountered. Mothers of small children
wish to keep them in sight from home for safety reasons;
this factor discourages sufficient use of small playlots
to justify their initial cost in many cases,
LOCATION: Playlots should be carefully sited to
provide easy and safe access,
SIZE: The overall standard for the provision of land
for playlots, neighbourhood playgrounds and neighbour
hood parks is 1.5 acres per 1,000 population. In most
instances, both playlots ana playgrounds would constitute
a part of a larger park area to provide flexibility of
function,

Neighbourhood Playground
FUNCIION: neighbourhood parks and playgrounds are
designed to serve the active and passive recreational
requirements of the surrounding neighbourhood. It should
be noted that 'Community Leagues1 are in fact neighbour
hood facilities and function as neighbourhood recreation
al centres. The playground should operate as a centre for
recreational programs, serving school needs during the
weekend and evenings. Playlots, softball diamonds, game
courts, wading pools, shaded areas and a neighbourhood
centre are integral components of this type of facility.

LOCATION: The open space should be centrally located
within a one-half mile radius of all parts of the neigh
bourhood. The park is best located adjacent to an ele
mentary school and utilizes any physical features that
exist. Proximity to major traffic arteries should be
advoided to afford the maximum level of pedestrian
safety possible.
SIZE: The combined school and park area is 14
acres in size. Total neighbourhood requirements are
16.5 acres subject to local variances according to
the conditions that prevail. Applying minimum standards
alternatives could be justified, such as providing a
larger park or two smaller ones if an extremely high
residential density prevails throughout the district.
In addition to parks located adjacent to schools, small
amenity/parks are suitable in more remote areas of the
neighbourhood but should not be used in the calculation
of land requirements.

District Park
jj'D^CTlCfi: This type of park provides- a generous
portion of open space for active

and passive recrea

tion in an urban environment. If possible, areas with
natural features

such as rolling topography and

natural wooded areas should be used in order to
o

stimulate public use and enjoyment. The type of im
provements mad. by the City will depend on existing
landscape amenities and would include trails, road
ways, comfort stations, picnicking areas and refresh
ment booths.
LOCATION: Serving a population of 4-0,000 to 60, 000
people, district parks should be adjacent to major
urban roadways ana are best located adjacent to senior
high schools to ensure efficient access for ail, The
provision of district parks is,critically important in
those residential areas well removed from the river
valley,
SIZE: District parks and athletic grounds are. pro
vided at a ratio of 1.25 acres per 1,000 population
and vary in size according to. the location and site.
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CONCEPT

The purpose of my solution is to create a higher
standard of living through, the use of non-city
ideas.

In recent years there has "been a noticable break
down in city community living. Through a desire
for more privacy and social segregation, man has
boxed himself into a world that he can no longer
identify with. Communities are no longer as strong
ly bonded together with human ideas. Man's desire
to become more mobile through the use of the auto
mobile has caused him to look outside of his own
community for his leisure time. He travels miles
away from his own community for shopping and recrea
tion.. Through his own ingenius mobility he is a
stranger. He no longer does much of anything in .his own
own community except eat ana sleep, V/e are becoming
a nation of strangers.

I hope to better the

standard of living in com

munity life by creating an atmosphere that would
bring him closer tc his home. iVith a closer con
tact with nature and more interaction with all

LAND

SINGLE FAMILY

.MULTIPLE FAMILY

NATURAL LANDSCAPED SPINES tHt FARKS m AGRICULTURE

social levels, it should make life more interesting
for man. Give him the chance to interact with his
neighbours to a higher degree, so that he may real
ize tnose related benefits. Give him a sense of com
rnunity.
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The greatest asset that that the site has

is its

natural features. It is not the typyical flat,
prairie land that dominates the Edmonton area.
Instead,it is -uniquely different with many trees
and rolling hills. The natural vegetation is there
because the land has never been developed into any
specific use. ky intent is to retain these charac
teristics so that tneir benefits may be enjoyed.

The regions with, the most slope and vegetation
are to saved as natural landscaped spines, ihey
are tc become ^arx areas with ped-bike ways acting
as nature trails and linkages to areas in the com
munity. The,y will also serve as major buffer zones
to break up the land in a natural and imaginative
way.

The areas on the site that lack alct ci natural
ctiarac cerisxics nave been zoned for single family
dwellings, xhis nas been done "because these owners
will not make very much use of natural vegetation
for their j. and scaling and to keep t. e costs down
in laying out the services. The costs of services
are the one major reason single - family lots are
so expensive toaay.

The agricultural area in the north will saved for
agricultural purposes until it is re-zoned "by the
jbidmonton Regional Planning Board. At that time the area
area will be planned for present demands as a part
of the iinoch lark.

The remaining areas have been zoned for multi-family
dwelling units. There is a very heavy demand today
for this type of housing. This demand is related to
the high costs of housing and a demand for more lei
sure time. The natural characteristics in these areas
will be used to create imaginative landscaping rela
ted to each housing solution.

C.

HOADS

Transportation is a very important factor in the
development of this community.CCars am roads are
a major consideration in todays city living - to
the point of becoming ever dominating. It would be
a benefit to this so naturally attributed site to
Keep the automobile's dominance to a minimum.

In order to achieve this the roads have been planned
to keep most of the automobile traffic related to a
perimeter ring road while seeping a minimum amount
of road service inside the site.

The exterior ring

road would be the most efficient route causing the
inhabitants to use this route most of the time. The
interior road system is less efficient^time-wise)
and provides only a minimum amount of circulation
through the community. This is necessary in order to
Keep a minimum amount of automobile traffic from

occurring in the community, while at same time pro
viding a road system for an efficient transit system

The roads shown are the major roads from which acces
roads would lead to and from each development. A
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major road runs through theowhole area providing an
efficient base for a transit system between schools,
commercial ana recreational sites. These are points
in the community that must reached as efficiently
as possible. The transit system is one that must
move people very efficiently throughout the commun
ity only ana collect people to a special point where
taey will oe transferred to a more efficient system
ttiat would transport them to the bowels of Edmonton.

Also, the roads are planned to break up the community
into different and interesting housing ares and at trie
same time not becoming dominate over the natural land
scaping. That is to say, the roads are planned to
travel in minimum slope directions and not to cross
over trie top of nills. This maximizes winter mobility
and the natural attributes of the site are to be the
outstanding features, not man's existance.
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1. Transit

The reason that Edmonton is so automobile orientated
is because of a lack of a good transit system. The
city is so sprawled cut that is almost impossible xc
incorporate an efficient system. The present system
is barely adequate because of the time it takes to
get from one place to another*

This present system

collects people in buses and then moves around the
city.The speed is the same whether people are being
collected or moved to different

parts around the

city. As a result, it is very slow and. very few people
take advantage of the system.

Enoch jrark is to have a very efficient mini-bus
system. Alot of this efficiency will be attributed
to the street system.

All the access roads lead to

one major arterial road which inturn links directly
to all the services within the community. As a result
people will be able to move very efficiently inside
the area.

&WOL
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The highest point of activity will occur at the
Regional Shopping Centre. People will be collected
to a transit center located beside this shopping
centre, jjlro:& this point, they can either walk under
ground to z'ae shopping centre or transfer to a mass
transit system that would run into the city centres.

To use the mini-bus system, one would simply phone
in his bus stop location number arid destination nurn be
to a central operator. The operator would then feed
fbnis aata into a computer. The information fed.back
would tell the customer and bus driver the expected
pick-up and arrival times. This would allow thw user
to conveniently plan out a schedule to walk to his
bus stop, i/orkers ana school children would take the
mini-buses on a regular, predetermined schedule.

Bus stops in the single-family areas would be keyed
to collection points related directly to the street
system. There would be a stop for each multi-family
development.

2.

Commercial

a. irne .regional Shopping Centre

A Regional Shopping Centre is located on the site
because the Edmonton Master Han suggests that one
will be located in this general area. The Regional
Shopping Centre in Enoch Park has been located ac
cording to a number of factors. Mainly, to meet
transportation requirements. Since most of the traffi
to this shopping centre will be from outside of Enoch
Park, tnen it is imperative that this traffic does
not become envclved inside the community.

It is for this reason that the Kegional Shopping
Centre

is located on the outside ringroad inline

with two major arterial roads. Secondly, the center
is located in' area that is not very hilly or covered
with..much vegetation. ?or this reason, it will not
be necessary to destroy much vegetation or will there
be mucti cut and fill required for the parking lot
landscaping.

D. The Neighbourhood Shopping Centres

pNdtj 16 west

Two neighbourhood shopping centres have been strgetically
placed to serve neighbourhoods of aprox. 7000 people.
Along with the regional shopping centre there is three
focal points of activity in the community. At these
points, pedestrians, bicyclists, and autos are served
commercially, educationally, recreationally and cultur
ally.

The shopping centres are placed along major traffic
routes and their primary purpose is intended for con
venience to the neighbourhoods. The stores in the neigh
bourhood shopping centres provide the basic needs while
the regional shopping centre provides more specific
needs for iiinoch lark and the outlying communities.

The commercial centres are placed near the schools and
churches so that the ped-bike way system may work ef
ficiently. That is to say, rather than have the services
scattered throughout the neighbourhood, it would be
more efficient to have them as point concentrations..The
commercial areas also provide parking facilities for
church services and school meetings.

The highest densities of population are to occur in
an immediate area surrounding the commercial centres.
This is to facilitate convenience for those that want
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it, create a properous situation for commercial
concerns and to efficiently minimize traffic move
ment in the community.

3. Schools

The schools have been placed according to the require
ments outlined in the City of Edmonton's Master Plan.
Three elementary schools cover the community with a
one half mile walking distance. The junior high school
is placed with a one and a half mile walking distance.
One elementary school and the junior high school are
placed with the Community Centre so that facilities can
be shared and access to the junior high from neighbour
ing communities. All the schools are placed near the
commercial areas because these are point concentrations
for "Che ped-bike way systems and vehicle traffic.

4• -fed-.bike

ay system and Cpen Spaces

The whole community is inter-laced with a pedestrian
and bicycle path system. This is provide a safe means
of travel for the pedestrians and bicyclists and at
the same time provide access to the open spaces inorder to maximize a contact with nature. All routes
lead directly to all gathering places in the community.

They are located in the natural landscaped buffer
zones and completely seperated from the automobile
by the use of underpasses. The path system will run
through the landscape spines ana rest area nodes will
be provided. These nodes will relate directly to distance
and areas of natural beauty. It will be possible for
a user to cross the whole community and come in contact
with all the services in the shortest possible routes
and never conflicting with the automobile.

The path system will be planned and maintained along
with the open spaces, Each neighbourhood will control
this through a co-operative community committee. This
is so everybody can be envoived with the planning and
maintenance of the path system and open spaces. Give
them a sense of community through envolvement.

5. larks

There are three major parks in the community. Park no.
1 is a sitting and viewing area. Because of its physical
placement it ofiers many views of the Edmonton skyline
and of the surrounding areas. Imaginative landscaping
and carefml placement are imperative in order that all
its features can be enjoyed.

rark no. 2 is to "be a bird refuge "by "using the existing
pond. It will be a walking and sitting area.

rark no. 3 is the major park area. Camping, picnicking,
bridal paths, facilities for storing horses ( rentals
and room and board ), arid nature trails are the features
ihis park is open due anyone due to its accessibility,
reople from outside of Enoch Park will have an oppor
tunity to come to this park and become envolved with
the communities features.

6• 0omrauni fry Centre

T'he purpose of the Community Centre is to break the
invisible neighbourhood barriers. By providing a single
focal point for recreation and cultural activities, a
door is open for social integration. All school children
old folks, housewives, and workers will be provided with
as many possible activities. By sharing the facilities o
the nearby schools and by setting up a co-operative
administration, it is hoped that facilities will be
provided for the ever changing needs. With the ever
increasing leisure time, it is imperative that the
people of the community administrate this centre in
order to satisfy their needs.
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The Community Centre is located in a flat and treeless
plain in order to provide large areas for field sports.
It is also located near the perimeter ring road inorder
that neighbouring communities may be given the oppor
tunity to.also use tnese facilities.

7. Steam Generating riant

AS an answer to the sudden fuel shortage and pollution

crisises, 1 have proposed a central heating system for
^noch rark.

The system is similar to a system that is being used
in a Swedish city of 100,000 people. High pressure
steam is generated in a plant centrally located in the
community with direct access to the main road running
through Enoch rark. This position has been determined
in order to facilitate an economic routing system for
piling the steam and also to keep the plant seperated
from any residential area. The steam is piped to each
building ana converted to low pressure steam for use in
each individual heating system. The used steam is re
turned under sidewalks and roads.

As a result, roads and sidewalks will be kept clear in
trie winter months ana reauces all heating and road main
tenance costs zo one third of what typical systems would
cosx. One large heating system is much more efficient
than by having a seperate system for each building. The
fuel used would either be natural gas or coal. Both of
triese are very abundant in the Edmonton area. Overall air
pollution would be reduced by one tenth by incorporating
such a system.

E. .Residential Areas

PUkPQSE

WHY ?

for a better quality of life

"because most communities fail to provide the
following
1. provide useful community spaces
A, open spaces of any recreational or
landscaping value
£• tools for interaction between residents
- why should most^activities have to
happen out side of the community?

2. provide visual breaks between endless tracks
of housing
A. HLocks and blocks of houses are group
ed into communities with no visual
breaks. Breaks or buffers usually
occur between communities and not be
tween the areas within a community.
±j. Houses in sub-divisions are orientated
in two directions - towards the street
and services in one direction, and to
wards the neighbours in the other. No
real privacy. Imo real landscape break.

provide safe areas for pedestrians
-constant conflict with the auto

provide safe playgrounds for kids
- playgrounds orientated between streets
and not the houses that the children live
in

provide interesting routes for pedestrians
- houses on one side; streets on the other

provide variety
- one contractor may do a whole neighbour
hood - houses all the same
- house lots all the same size and shape
- houses all lined up on one line - same
set backs - straight streets

Traffic Segregation In Kesidential Areas
"V.

t.

M

Homes and other buildings face in two directions,

•ii

one towards peaceful spaciousness and the other
towards roads and services.

2. Pedestrians and vehicles are entirely seperated.

3. Superblocks, with internal cores of parks and
other open spaces, and surrounded by specialised
roads and services result from the essential re
quirements

A. Homes must have direct access to a foot
path system
B. The footpath system must be the shortest
possible route to any goal and it must lead
to all the gathering places of the inhabitants,
u. Motor vehicles will be completely seperated
from the path system, except at points of
boarding and will serve areas through culde-sac ( or loops with paths under ) connec
ted by a collector, or ring road, with the
outside road.

1.

Single family Dwelling

The main design consideration for the single family
areas has been one of an efficient method for moving
people and cars. A system that would seperate cars and
people and at the same" time give efficient access to
areas in the community.

The majority of vehicle traffic would feed in from the
exterior ring road. The roads leading from the ring road
are _icept as free as possible from intersections and do
have direct access to each individual house. Instead,
access is given from the road that leads through each
loop. This is to maximize vehicle movement and to miminize pedestrian clashes with the auto.

A loop road system was chosen over a cul-de-sac system
in order to-mirainize major access roads and intersections.
Since a cuirde-?sac£system has a recommended 400 foot depth
while a loop.road,. system has-its maximum at 700 feet, the
number of acees* • _ ^oads and intersections is greatly re
duced with a loop system. This ds more economical and is
much simpler in terms of orientation. It would be alot
simpler for someone to find an address in a loop road
system such as this.
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Each house faces a service road in one direction and
open spaces in the other. It is in these open spaces
that most of the pedestrian traffic would occur. The
open spaces would take advantage of-the -natural-land
scaping where it is of value and man made landscaping
in the remaining areas. These areas contain such things
as playgrounds, the ped-bike way system and sitting
areas. The open spaces also provide a buffer between
each developement and the exterior ring roads. The
pedetrian paths lead to each developement

in directions

that lead directly to the neighbourhood centres. ?rom
these points the paths lead to all the other areas in
Enoch Park. In times of inclimate weather people would
be able to use the sidewalks along the loop and access
road systems that also lead directly to the neighbour
hood centres.

Another reason for the search for a simple road system
is the necessity for a simple transit system. The mini
buses will have stops along the access roads at each
loop road system.

With the loop road system, the number

of stops is kept to a minimum.
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Multi - Pamily Dwellin# Areas

|

'"V'
The areas in the community designated fo± multi - family
use are tc be broken up into imaginative and useful sites
in sizes of no larger than 10 acres. This size requirement
is to stop any large developments,;that would create end
less situations of repeating sameness. If just a few large
sites are open to developers, then a developer would "be
given an opportunity to create large areas covered by the
same repetitious buildings. This would be a sterile and
unimaginative situation.

instead, the areas are to be broken up into many small
developements. This would allow for a good cross-section
of dwelling types that would serve many kinds of people.
It would give people the chance to decide where to live
according to their own specific demands. This would be a
question mainly of money, facilities and location. Costs
to the occupants would be directly related to the type of
building, to the location in terms of convenience and
property value related to site characteristics and to the
facilities available in each developement.

It is hoped that through these ideas that the area would
lend itself to people in all social levels. vVith densities
raneing from 5 to 20 units per acre there would be a
&

situation of many small settlements forming one large
neighbourhood.

'.This is all intended to help break down

any social barriers between neighbours. iVith so many small
and different

settlements it would much harder for people

to set up social barriers. It puts people closer together
for more social integration and create more social inter
action - it would make life more interesting.

You see, people have a tendancy to put down things that
tuey are not familiar with, tfcr example, in a city it is
common to hear something like this, "don't live on the
tfest Side, that's the 'bad end' of town!" More often this
is an untrue statement said because the person doesn't
know all that much about the area and if

he actually

liv.ed in the '-tfest Side1 then he would probably say,
"don't live in the'East Side' that's the 'snob end' of
town!" He is simply ignorant of the area because his
living environment places him tooiifar of a distance. Living
in the city would be alot more interesting if there were
no social barriers.

Each developement in Enoch Park would, be required to
share a natural landscaped 40 foot buffer zone with the
ajacent area. Pedestrian traffic in each developement
would be directed towards the buffer zones. These zones
would contain the ped-bike way system. Sites would be
placed so that xhe ped-bike system would give immediate
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direction from one aevelopement to another and leading
to the gathering places in the community. The ped-bike
ways would make it possible to reach all areas without
conflicting with the automobile traffic. It would give
people a chance to be together with a contact with nature.

Housing

Prototypes

Along with the master plan of Enoch Park it was my
intention to..get into specific housing solutions for
the community.

The first solution

is a terraced housing complex

( PHOTOTYPE # A ) to be built on a 15 - 20 ^ slope.
As it turned out, I later made a decision not to
develope in these areas because they had the most
natural beauty and decided to keep these areas as
natural buffer zones. It was also discovered that these areas sloped Worth making it impractical for
outside-decks without sun exposure.

The second solution ( PHOTOTYPE # B ) is an eight
acre site for upper middle class condominiums. These
are luxury units because of the site value ( excellant
view of Edmonton's skyline ) and certain features such
as garages, plenty of landscaped areas and larger and
more living spaces. It is an example of how housing
should be designed to meet the requirements of the
community.
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Conclusion

When I first started this project 1 'had planned to spent
a minimal amount of time

with the master plan of the

community axid spent most of the time with some housing
solutions. After succeeding with a general masterplan
1 started looking into the housing solutions.

The first solution that I got into was a high density
situation using terraced housing, v/hile designing it,
I found that I had made too general of a masterplan. I
found myself not being able to make specific decisions
with housing solution in respect to the community plan.
At this point, 1 decided to go back and redo the masterplan more specifically.

By the end of the quarter, I realized that the project
that I had taken on was much larger than I had imagined.
As a. result, I have just been able to touch on solutions.
However, one of the basic reasons for taking on this pro
ject was to increase my knowledge in urban planning. I am
satisfied with the project because of the many things that
I have learned about community developement.

The area in the project that is not

completed as much

as possible deals with the "validness of the planning
decisions made. The solutions are valid to me at this
point but it is possible that some of the decisions
made require more study because of my limitation as an
architectural

student. To plan such an area takes alot

of knowledge and experiance in many different fields.
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